What’s New (User Guide Pages in Parenthesis)

Improvements

- New Common Exposure Cohorts help users more easily track cohort type, name/description, and location (page 96).
- Sara Alert can now support custom language for welcome messages sent to monitorees at the jurisdiction level. Please see guidance sent by the Adoption Team for more information. Additional information on the timing of custom welcome message implementation is forthcoming.

Usability and Performance

- Updated names for Advanced Filters involving contact information to clarify that these filters search based on the Primary Contact’s information (rather than Alternate Contact) (page A-4).
- Changed the “Telephone (Contains)” Advanced Filter to ignore special characters and only search based on the telephone number (page A-4).
- Excel Export “Canned” formats now contain tabs for Transfers, Close Contacts, and Common Exposure Cohorts (page 135).
- Minor performance improvements on the backend.

Bug Fixes

- Fixed an issue where the Preferred Contact Time field was cleared (and hidden) if the Preferred Reporting Method was changed to Unknown, Opt-Out, or <blank>.
- Corrected the import format guidance for the Case Status field (this was a superficial change that did not alter the function of the import format).

User Documentation

Updates

- New User Guide Section 10.5.2: How to Add a Common Exposure Cohort

API

Overall Improvements

- No updates in v1.39

Announcements

- Release 1.40 is scheduled for deployment to production on December 28th at 10pm EST.